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Hummingbirds Don’t Fly In The Rain
A MOTHER’S EXTRAORDINARY SEARCH FOR HER DAUGHTER
IN THIS LIFE AND THE NEXT
The story that grabbed international headlines is revealed in a new
memoir—A mother’s heartbreaking journey from the loss of a child to
finding ultimate peace, love and healing- a perfect gift for those that have
lost a loved one and are struggling with that loss during the holiday
season.
Having a child die is tragic. But having them die during the holidays adds another
level of grief to the mix. But what if that grief and pain can be replaced with joy and
happiness?
In Klein’s newly released book, Hummingbirds Don’t Fly in the Rain, Klein
reveals how she overcame her grief and pain with the help of her daughter, Talia!
On December 23, 2007, the plane carrying author Kim Klein’s only child, Talia, her
ex-husband, wealthy hedge fund manager Michael Klein, and her daughter’s best friend
crashed into the side of a volcano in Panama. The tragic story was followed worldwide as
the search for the plane and its occupants spanned nearly three days.
Hummingbirds Don’t Fly In The Rain, not only chronicles the suspense-filled
journey that begins the moment Klein receives the phone call announcing her daughter’s
plane is missing, but she also shares fascinating details about her relationship with her
wealthy ex-husband, her conscious raising of Talia, and the aftermath of the accident once
back in the US. But not all is tragic. Along with the painful events that surround Klein
with the death of her only child, Klein also reveals how she over came her grief and pain.
It starts while she is lying in agony after receiving the news of her daughter’s death. She
suddenly feels a pressure around her left wrist and realizes that Talia is trying to
communicate with her!
Talia’s afterlife communications continued and expanded, from messages meant to
help her mom, to messages of love, joy, change and hope meant to heal and bring peace and
joy to others that have lost loved ones, and ultimately to the world.

Hummingbirds Don’t Fly in the Rain reads like a suspense thriller, yet every word is
true! It will bring peace to anyone who has lost a loved one and is trying to deal
with that loss, especially during the holiday season.
Hummingbirds Don’t Fly In The Rain, from PMA Press, is available on HYPERLINK
"http://www.Amazon.com" www.Amazon.com, the author’s website, HYPERLINK
"http://www.KimberlyKlein.com" www.KimberlyKlein.com and other retailers.
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